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It's hot ... it's August. •. and there's blues. Kcnlakc
State Resort Park's 13th annual festival kicks off this
Friday at the lake-side tennis amphitheater.

•

The Racers look to
improve upon their 820 recqrd from 200 I.
Thei~ sea~n bcgtns
next Friday at the Utah
Volleyball Classic in
Salt Lake City.
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THE SAGA OF THE RESTAURANTS LEFT IN MURRAY WHEN STUDENTS WENT HOME

by
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While curiosity may have killed the
cat, for some: local restaurants, it wns
n saving grace.
With students absent for the summer, being new has helped restaurants
:.uch as The Keg lll:thC their opcmngs
u hlllc more gmnd.
"I think t11c new will w~ar off
some," Stew Mn~on, 'rl1c Keg coowner, said . "With anything new.
pt:ople are gning to llock to 1t."
Ma~;on, who w:1~ co·owncr llfThc
Keg in Fullori for 16 year<>. opened the
rcstaumnt ht..-rc nt the end of June
"I felt like Murray w:L'l n growmg
town," Ma<;On smd. "I felt ltke it would
be a good place for a rest.mrmu."
Because Murmy is larger than Ful·
ton, Mason said business here has
been much bcuer.
" I thought we'd do preuy good, but
I didn't think we'd do this good." he
said. "People in Murray really like
rih and barbecue.''
Mac;on said opening in the summer
gave him time to prepare for the
beginnmg of the semester.
Even with many college stuJcnb
out of town, Mason saki It was still
dillicuh to maintain tJ1c 71) percent of
10ales from 1\.)()(ltcqutrcd hy l.'ity ordi·
nance.
Mason said he m:~y have to consid·
t:r closing e.arly S(l(llC nights or open·
ing on Sundays.
"We do well up to ahout 10 or '
I0:30 p.m.," he said. '1l1c food sale:.
dmp after that. We sell a lot of food,
but we'll makc it one way or anot!K.'f."
Mason said he plans to compete in
Murray's growing market by offering
things no other n.-stnurnnLS ha\ e.
''Everything's fresh, and we' re

by

competitive on prices, too." he said.
"People can collli: in here Wld cat a
good lunch for $5. I've been in the
bus1ness almost 20 years. and I
believe that if you've got good fool
and good service. people are going h)
come visit you."
Pool tables, dartboard~ and hallprice drinks on Tuesday:s arc sure to
attr.u.:t more college stutk~uls, Mason
said, which is ~urc to help 111 the
town's growing markl'l.
While MUJTily could handle a few
additional restaurants, any market can
be flooded. Mason said.
" I'rn jtL~t taking that chance,'' he
said. "I'm hoping not too many fmn·
chise places come in, but right now. I
think there' s plenty here for everyone."
Applehee's Neighborhood B:u- and
Grill, another somewhat new restaurant. did not suffer from the lack of
students in town for UlC swnmer,
General Manager Rich Lucy said.
"Summer doesn't hurt us as fur as
sales,'' Lucy said. 'The night crowd is
a little less, but famili~ make up a big
part of our business."
Lucy said the 3ddition oJ' other
rc:.taurams has nm at fcc ted their business.
"Our sales have hcen consistclll,
and in some ca~cs, gone up." he said.
Lucy said while Murrny h not big
enough to support un increase in
restaurants. he believe.; the qualily of
his establishment will keep the customers coming.
"We offer much more." Lucy said.
"We do a much better job of serving
the customer and making our customers happy than the other restauranu ."

Tumb iC\\ CCd."~ roll through the
streets. The only sound is the rustling
of the wmd. Well, ma)bC not, but
Mum1y in the summertime CWl often
feel hkc a ghost town for many
rest.aurant<;.
Big Apple Cafe co-owner Skip
Ch:unbers surd rhe ahsenl"C of :;tutl~nts over the surnmcrtlcfinitdy has
.111 unpile! on sales.
"It cuts into it somewhat. bmtherc
nre n lot ol kids that stay around
town, too," Chambers said.
However. area re5taurants have an
nddllronal concern that was not
always an issue in Murray. The
recent influx of restaurants ha5
forced estnblishmcnts lo prepare for
competition.
' 'We've been here (in the area)
almost 20 years," Cb:unbcrs said.
"What happens around here is CVCT)'
time a new restaurnnt opens, everyone tlock.c; to it, and then, when the
service or food 1sn't good, they come
back. Now, they JUSt have a lot of

opt1onc;."

Chambers' solution IS to keep with
tradition.
" I'm going to keep domg the same
thing I've been doing for 20 years.
kl'C(l the qu:•lity of foot! the .same
und the servite," Chambers said. ''1
think t)ur SCI"\' ice is the hest in town.
If you had n hcan roll 15 years ago,
you can hnvc the same bean roll
today Our pnces are reasonable;
we' re nota high-end restaurant.''
Chambers said he did not think the
number of • restaurants would
increase much more.
"I thmk the market IS frurly saturated," he said. "The pie IS only so

big. nnd they can only keep slicing
the pieces smaller for so long."
Tom's Grill owner Jim Karvounis
.;aid he. experiences the sarne
dt..'CTease in business over the MUll mer.
"In the sunHllC11illle, not only l>IU·
dents but li11nilies go out of lOW II ~111d
grill out," Karvounis said.
Karvouni~ said he will not be sure
of the impa('l the increasing number
of restaurants will have 1111 his business until they nrc estabhshcd but
thought it could lmve :1 positive
effect.
"At lirst, every restaurant has :1
different clientele," he said. ''We're
not the snrnc as Ryan' s, the Rig
Apple or The Keg. The more restaurants that come in draw more ~pic
to the area."
Fifteenth & Olive c~owncr Lisa
LoPict..'Olo said the absence of students aflccts her business In a IIUJO•
bcrofways.
"Obviously there are less patrons,
but we also lose a lot of our employee~ who are students.''thc said. "Our
bu!Siness drops off by lullf. hut picks
up a hit with summer school.''
She said increased competition
definitely affects the number of customers.
"When a new restaul'ant comes
into town, of C(ltrr.;e, everyone goes
t11crc at lir~>l. but then, after u while,
it CVeiiS OUt.''
LoPiccolo s:1i<.l she thinks Mun1ty
has reached ils saturation point.
"1 don't think we can sustntn any
more restaurants," LoPiccolo said,
"but even now it's sun ivai of the
fittest."

C."'IIT s~ud !.he thought the change m
hours also nffe,tcd Saturdays' business. Although the Campus Grill is
not open on mghts or weekends, Carr
said the earlier hours help.
''A lot of the students are h~re at
7:~0 01 8 n m llCC<'losc they h:wc early
cl.lSSc\.'' she said "I think cl1anging
the hours IS when we tSaturd:~ys)
filnrtcd g01 ng doy, nlull husi ness-

Tradition draws people in ns Mr.
Ed reclaims the spot temporarily
occupied by Saturdays.

Becky Cnrr. Campus Grille manager and fonner Saturdays employee.

said lack of business forced Saturdays
O\\ner Jody Speight to dose the
restaurant and bar.
''I don't think thc..akohol business
went over a:s well as they c..xpcctcd it
to,'' c~rrr said. "A lot of the swdents,
for some reason, just didn' t like the
place."
Carr said sht! wns uncertain r>f the
reason the re;taurant did not dr.1w
more customef:'.
·•some people would wulk in here
and then just (Urn around and leave,''
Carr satd. "I don' t know if it was
actually the sale of alcohol or that it
just wasn't the same coffee-shop
atmosphere."
Opened Monday, Mr. F.d'c; Campus Grill has already drawn m many
old and new student<:. Carr said she
thinks there arc many reasons why
Mr. Ed's attracts more students.
"A lot ofit is Mr. F..d himself," Carr
said. ..A lot of the students respect
Mr. Ed. He's been here for so long.
The burgers are a big thing. We still
, hand pat the burgers every day, und
we didn't at Saturdays. Thot makes a
big difference."
Carr said the atmosphcrl· of Mr.
Ed's seem. . to appeal more to college
students :md people in the community.
"It's ntce," she said. ''You ft.-el
more comfortable hangiug out here
instead of being m a bar atmosphere.
I think the difference with Saturdays
was it was more like n bar thWl a
restaurant.''

wi~;c,"

Ed llutchins, ur Mr. Fd, opened
The Campus C"offcc Shop in I')79.
lie said he h!ld never ihought about
clo.~mg his business until Speight's
father, p good lricnd of his, menuoned hi son was tntercstcd in opening a restaurant
.. fhe next thmg I knew, they called
me. und it seemed hke a good idea,"
Hutchms satd.
is) nothing
hkc early reurcmcnt."
Hmchin'> said after Saturdays ,,, ,J
to dose, he MI.' more than happy .o
rctum to his busu•c,s.
"It's the best job ill the world,"
l:lutchtns s~id. "I wort 34 week.;; a
year. I deal w1th nothing but young
people. If it would never have been
brought up, I would have never considered it."
I lut<..hin:~ 1mill he felt things were
prelly muc:h the ::;arne us before,
which he satd is comforting lor many
custnrners.
''We've made orne changes in the
decor and rcver.;cd smoking and nonsmokll1g, but we sttll have: a home
atmosphere," Hutch111s ~aid. " If you
talk to anybody that's come here,
they' ll tell you the atmo.~phcre is the
b1ru:,-.est draw. That, along with the b1g
burgers."

··mere

Before & After: (top) Photos of the now deceased Saturdays and the rt'Surrected Mr. Ed's Campus Grill depict the rapidly cha nging restaurant industry in M urray. Students ha\'C a large Impact on the market.

Nation in midst of 'silent recession,' state budget cut possible
by l..oree Star k
l.'ditor in d1icf
The nationwide rCl'l!ssion following Sept. II has made no cxcl·ption
uffecting the. Kentucky state hudgct
when.~ higher education is concerned.
University Pres1dent King Alexan·
der called the situntion a "silent
~"\!cession ."

"We've Jo.;t johs, but not as many
ac; we would have in the previous

d

r •

recession because we've trndcd
job-;." Alexander said. "We've traded
high-paying manufacturing. commu·
nications and transportation jobs for
retail service. rood ..ervice and 11thcr
hourly wage jobs 1\lany people
haven'tlost their jobs. They still have
them, hut they aren't ~IS good as they
were."
Alexander 'aid earnings arc down
because of !>horter \\Ork week'i tmd
businesses cutting out overtime pay.

-

r

rt

0

"The i 111pact is .significant on the
revL•nue pn~cctions," Alcxantll.'r s.-id . ''l.a~t yenr. we hi.!d a $670
milli1m revenue shortfall. This year,
it could be anywhcn: from $50 to
$71Xl milhon.''
Alexander suid Gov. Paul Patton
hac; made higher education a top priority, and other agenc1es have
already undergone more ~vere cuLS.
If add1ttonal revenue cannot be gencmted. however, h1gher education
st<llt~

)Ohould exp<.-ct budget n1t~ .
"Right now, it nprwars there nright
he cuts of near 3 percent," Alcxnndcr
said. "'I his would be reclllring, not
just a one-year cwrn. So, the next
three momhs ~·re still .ts unclear as it
was in June. We just have to move
forward, continually movmg forward, rcgunllcss of the ambiguity
that exrsts in this environment."
Alexander said if such n cut was to
occur, it would likely be (liMributcd

0

campus-wide.
" If new revenues dou"t show up,
society is pushing the burden on the
~tudcnt~.'' Alexander soid. "'J'h<tl is
the consequence or decisions rn:ldl.!
hy society-at-large, and we'll ~eck
greater cflicicncies as a University. It
makes il \'ery important that students
vote, nnd \'Ote for their rights.''
Vice President of Student Aflairs
Don Robcrt:.on said it would be a top
pnonty to maintain service to the stu-

rt

0

dents in the event of n budget cut.
"Our commitment is Mill going to
he to rn:tkc sure we' re providing students whatcwr they need to be successful, \\hatever support programs
they ncl'd," Rohcrtson said. "It may
JUSt mean that people have t~> work
longer hours to get iL done. We do not
want to get into where we have to
reduce staffing. Th:~l'.s where the
impact of services could really be
rclt."

...

t

news editor: \1arci Owen
assJstant news editor: Taylor Mari~ Ewing
phone: 762-4468
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Wbile moving into
Hart College Saturday,
Wesley
Thrber, fres hman
from Dover, Tenn.,
receives help from
University President King Alexander. Upperclassmen moved into
the residential colleges star ting Sund ay a nd classes
began on Wednesday.
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Thursday, August 15
9:44 a.m. A caller reported burning

buf>hes next to the Methodist Student
Union. The Murray Police Department was notified, cmd a report was
taken.
11:12 a.m. A tR>e limb fell on two vehicles in the Curris Center parking lot.

Friday, August 16

Karrr Wurth/Thc News

Recreation professor receives
a meritorious service award
Assistant recreation professor Kelly
Rogers was awarded the American Association for Leisure and Recreation Meritorious Service Award at the organization's
national convention in San Diego last
spring.
The Meritorious service award is given
to AALR members whose recreation or
leisure service has contributed to the organization.
·
Rogers acted in the AALR as Northwest
District 1epresentative from 1995 to 1997,
as well as on several committees in the
organization. In 1999, he served as a delegate for AALR to the American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance.

Speech and d~e team to hold
first interest meeting of the year
The speech and debate team will hold
its interest meeting at 8 p.m. Monday in
Wilson room 315. All are welcome.

Upward Bound funding to allow
~dentstow~inca~rfie~
Murray State's Upward Bound program
received $414,219 in funding for a new
work-study initiative that will allow participants to work in cart?oer fields that require a
postsecondary degree while attending

classes:

The funding will cover all of the participants' expenses, including tUJtion, housing,
meals, books and fees.
For more information, contact Myra
Yates at 762-4328.

University department to offer
fall reading program for kids
Murray State's department of early childhood and elementary education will offer a
faU reading program for children in primary through sixth grade starting Sept. 30.
Sessions will be held from 3:.30 to 4:20 p.m.
on Mondays and Wednesdays through
Dec. 2 in Alexander Hall. The cost is $90,
but fees may be reduced significnntly if
financial need exists. The deadline for
application is Sept. 30
To apply, phone 762-2.500, or for more
information, phone 762-3396.

MSU-TV 11's fall organizational
meeting to be held on Tuesday
MSU-TV ll's fall organizational meeting will be held at 3 p.m. Augu!'t 27 in
room 840 of the Doyle Fine Arts Building.

University and Christian County
to host stockmarket workshop
Murray State and Hopkins\'ille/Christian County Chamber of Commerce are
hosting a workshop for teacht'rs of grades
five through 12 on how to play the [nter-

net £tock Market Came from 4 to 7 p.m.
August 28 in the Christian County Board
of Education Technology Training Center,
The fall 2002 game runs from Sept. 3 to
Dcc.13, and registration is open through
Oct. 3. The spring 2003 game runs from
jan. 13 to April 25, with registration open
until Feb. 13.
For more information or to register,
contact Barry Brown at 762-4277.

Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
honors Murray State chapter
For the second consecutive year, the
Beta Nu chapter of Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority received the Crown of Excellence Award at the Uiennial Alpha
Sigma Alpha National Convention.
The chapter was selected from the 80
currently active chapters to receive the
highest Alpha Sigma Alpha honor.

'Our Town' auditions to be held
tonight at Johnson Theatre
"Our Town" auditions will lx> held
from tonight at the Robert E johnson
Theatre.
No experience is necessary.
For more information, contact Lissa
Graharh·Sclmejder at 762.~635.

Camp11s Brit'fly is compiled by Taylor
Marie Ewing, assistant nt.'WS editor.

WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US
ON YOUR SPIRITUAL
JOURNEY

'10:19 a.m. A theft report was taken in
the Business Building.
10:42 a.m. A caller reported harassing communications in Franklin Collt•gc. A n•port was taken .
1:13 p.m. A non-injury accident
occurrt'd on Chestnut Street.
6:08 p .m. Thoroughbred Room
employees reported they were
receiving harassing phone calb from
a fom1er employl't' who is bannt'd
from campus. A report was taken.
11:37 p.m. A caller reported several
s ubjects making noise ,1nd playing
lo.1d music in the College Courts
parking lot.

Saturday, August 17
2:22p.m. A caller reported several
subjects were dnving over the basketball courts m'ar Springer College.

Sunday, August 18
4:11 a.m. An alcohol violnlion was
rt>portcd in Springer College. A
report w,1s taken.
10:53 a.m. A caller reported someone let lhe <1ir out of the tires of a
car parked in the Tri Sigma house
drivewL'ly. The incident was
referred to the Murray Police
Department.
11:04 a.m. A s ubjt.:d at Hart College
fell and wns di~orientcd. The subject refused emergency care.
1:37 p.m. A caller reported ~cveral
subject~ fell off the roof of a moving vehicle. The subjects were gom•
upon arrival.

Monday, August 19
10:-+3 a.m. The air was let out of the tires
of n car p<1rkcd in the Regents College
parking lot.
1:17 p.m. A cnller reported a stolen wallet in Eli2'.abeth Collt'ge. A report was
taken by l lousing.

feel alone in your spiritual search, are striving to live fully and
authentically, want to be part of a community of open minded
spiritual seekers, cannot find a congregation that quite meets
your needs, seek support in your work for a better world, wish
to help your children grow religious values for a lifetime in a
spirit of openness and respect for others' beliefs
... then you will feel at home in the
•

Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Murray

Informational Meetin&

All A..B Welcome

FREE FOOD

For more information:
762-6232
uumurray@yahoo.com
http://ranfo.com/uumurray/

Sun., Aug. 25 @ 12 p.m.
Barkley Rm: 3rd floor Curris Center

Tuesday, August 20
12:47 a.m. A fire alam1 occurred in
H.trt College when a slt:-eping bng
burned up tht? motor in a washing
machine. A report was taken.
2:38 a.m. An elevator distress call
was received from White College.
The occupant was advised he was
not stuck in the elevator.
10:32 a.m. An item wns reported
mis~ing at the RSEC. A report was
taken and the incident is undt'r
invcstiga tion.
5:42 p.m. A student reported lwr
licen.._.;c plate was stolen while her
vehicle was parked in a University
parking lot. A report wa.s taken.
9:35 p.m. A desk worker at Rich ·
mond College reported a rc~ident
rolling a substance th,lt appeared
to be marijuana. A citation wa~
issued.

Wednesday, August 21
2:24 a.m. An caller in Clark College reported unwanted phone
calls. A report was taken.
10:25 a.m. EMS was called to
tra11sport a subject who had fallen
at RSEC. A report was taken.
2 p.m. A non-injury accident
occurred on 16th and Olive
streets.
6:10 p.m. A fire was reported at
the IT Building and put out by the
caller. A reporl wns taken .
11:42 p.m. A student in Hester
College phoned concerned nbout
her roommate who had not
checked in . The student hMl
received a phone call from another woman who had found the
missing roommate' s
driver 's
license near a trash receptacle.

Police Beat is compiled by Tnylor Mari('
Ewing. a~sistnnt uews editor.

Introducing Mattie

If you ...

"Affirming the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

3:19 p.m. A caller reported the tires of
his/her car hnd been slashed . A report
was taken and the incident JS under
investigation.
5:39p.m. A caller reported he/she witnessed a hit·and·run in front of
Winslow Dining Hall.
11:27 p.m. A male subjt'Ct passed out
and hit his head in front of Springer Col·
lege. He wa~ transported to the emcr·
gency room by the EMS.

There's no question:
We'd go to the end
of Lhe earth and
back to make sure
you
read
"The
News." Meet Mauic,
the only newshound
willing to fetch the
paper and bring it Lo
the door of each and
every mcmb<..'r of the
University communi-

ty. Or at leasl just sit
on command.

-world ])rietly
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Kentucky ACT scores drop
though fewer students take test

Springfield man faces
first-degree murder charp

FRANKFORT (AP) ACT scores for
Kentucky high school seniors dropped this
year, though fewer students took the test
and more had taken the "rigorous" courses
recommended for college preparation.
Education Commissioner Gene Wilhoit
said the scores were "disheartening." The
interim president of the Council on Postsecondary Education, Sue Hodges Moore, said
students "have not made the kind of
progress Kentucky needs."
The state average was 20.0 on a scale of 1
to 36. The national average was 20.8. Kentucky's average had been 20.1 for the last
three years.

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. {AP)
A Montgomery County man
has been charged with the 1994
strangulation of a 19-year-old
Springfield woman.
Anthony Wayne Grimm, 47,
of Waggoner was charged with
three counts of first-degr~e murder. He was taken into custody
by Springfield detectives Tuesday.
Grimm is accused of killing
Tonia L . Smith, whose nude
body was found behind her
apartment building on New
Year's Day 1994.
Authorities have said they
believe she was placed there and
the killer may have had help carrying her body to the site.
Smith was last seen alive at a
New Year's Eve party at her
apartment. Between 4 and 4:30
a.m., w!tnesses said, she went
outside to look for an upset
friend and never came back.

Fort Campbell soldiers thankful
to be alive, await next mission
FORT CAMPBELL (AP) Every time Staff
Sgt. Frank Mooney leaves the house, the eyes
of his 6-year-old son seem to ask the same
question.
"I get that look like, 'Are you coming
back?,'" said Mooney, a 101st Airborne Division soldier home after battling al-Qaida
fighters in the mountains of Afghanistan.
One year after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks,
the ramifications of war are still being played
out at Fort CampbeU, home post of 12 soldiers who have died fighting in America's
war on terrorism."
"When we left, there was no telling when
you were coming back, or if," said Staff Sgt.
James Harris. "You no longer take life for
granted."

Union County man state's first
human case of West Nile virus
FRANKFORT (AP) An elderly Union
County man who died Monday had contracted the West Nile virus, state health officials said Tuesday.
It was the first confirmed case in Kentucky
of a human being infected with the virus,
which is transmitted by mosquito bite. The
disease was first reported among birds and
horses in Kentucky last year.
The victim was identified as 84-year-old
Carroll Woods, of Morganfield, Union County Coroner Stephen Shouse said.
Woods was described as having "multiple
health problems."
Dr. Rice Leach, commissioner of the
Department for Public Health, said the exact
cause of death will depend on what the
attending physician writes on the death certificate.

Fonner Enron executive
pleads guilty to fraud
HOUSTON (AP) A former top
executive in Enron Corp.'s
finance division pleaded guilty
Wednesday to money laundering
and wire fraud, becoming the
first to be convicted in the aftermath of the former energy behemoth's implosion last year.
Michael Kopper, 37, was managing director of Enron Global
Finance under former chief financial officer Andrew Fastow. He
quit the company months before
its collapse to run one of several
partnerships created by Fastow
that have been credited with
leading to the company's failure.
As part of his agreement to
cooperate with the government,
he agreed to surrender $12 million in illegally obtained assets.

Lauper falls from stage
during performance
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)
Cyndi Lauper was singing her
new single "It's Hard to be Me,"

3

•world
when s he tripped and fell on
stairs near the stage at the Ford
Center.
In frOnt of a sold-out crowd
Tuesday night, Lauper fell about
5 feet, hitting her shin and ankle,
said Paul O'Leary, spokesman
for the Emergency Medical Services Authority.
Lauper continued with her set
but had to be carried off by a
stage hand at the end. The colorful pop star is the opening act on
Cher's farewell tour. ·
Lauper was taken to a local
hospital where she was treated
and released a few hours later, a
hospital spokeswoman said .

Authorities euthanlze
three dogs with rabies
BURLINGrON, N .C. (AP)
Three d ogs belonging to an
Alamance County resident were
eu thar.ized after they came into
contact with a rabid raccoon,
authorities said.
One of the d ogs, which had
not been vaccinated agains t
rabies, brought a raccoon in to
the yard last week, said Carl
Carroll, director of environmental health for the Alam ance
County Health Department.
The h omeowner, w hose
name was n ot released, called
Alamance County Animal Control and the raccoon was sent
for testin g Thursday. Carroll
was notified Friday of the positive results.
It was th e county's fourth
case of rabies since May. In
May, a rabid fox came into contact with a homeowner's d og,
which w as euthanized . Last
month , a b at found in a Mebane
home tested positive for rabies.
A skunk w ith rabies was found
in July in Mebane.
In light of the latest case, Carroll re-emphasized the n eed for
resid ents to have their dogs
a nd cats vaccinated ag ainst
rabies. Vaccinated pets cannot
transmit rabies to people.
Last year, the county had
four cases of rabies involving
three raccoons and a bat.

Congratulations to

Alpha Sigma Alpha

Pope John Paul II
receives death threat
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
Polish police said
Wednesday they had arrested a man who posted a
threat on the Internet to kill
Pope John Paul II during the
recent visit to his homeland.
The man, identified only
as Ryszard M., was arrested
in the Baltic port city of
Gdansk a day before the
pope's arrival in Poland
after posting a threatening
e-mail to the Website for the
country's largest newspaper, said Zbigniew Matwiej,
a spokesman for the national police force.

urged the French government to seek his extradition.
"The French authorities
should do what they should
have done months ago,"
William Bourdon said,
adding that "it's abnormal
and it's inexplicable" that
Frenc};l authorities had not
askfTd for the extradition of
Pinochet and other former
Chilean officials.

Swollen Elbe River
keeps officials alert

A decade ago, world leaders at the Earth Summit in
Rio promised to tackle diseases of the poor. But with
so many of the world's most
vulnerable still dying in
droves,
many
health
activists are furious that
more has not been done to
save them.
''We are losing 6 million
people every year to AIDS,
TB and malaria alone, 14
million to communicable
disease.
This
is
not
progress," said
Rachel
Cohen, spokeswoman with
Medecins Sans Frontieres,
the medical aid group
known in English as Doctors
Without Borders.

DRESDEN, Germany {AP)
The swollen Elbe River's
swiftly moving waters kept
Germany on high alert
Wednesday, prompting new
evacuations in the northBush Administration west of the country even as Iraqi officials: Nidal
tightening demands cleanup efforts went into
full gear in the eastern city committed suicide
WASHINGTON (AP)
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
The Bush administration of Dresden and higher
Abu Nidal, once the
is "changing the rules of the upstream in the Czech
world's most feared terrorRepublic.
game'' and insisting on a
ist, ended his life with a
About
7,100
people
in
the
series of specific reforms
gunshot to the head rather
before Palestinian presiden- northern states of Lower
than face an Iraqi court for
Saxony,
Mecklenburg-Westtial and parliamentary elecallegedly communicating
em
Pomerania
and
Brantions can be held, a former
with a foreign country, the
U.S. diplomat who is a con- denburg had left their
homes by midday as the head of Iraqi intelligence
sultant to the Palestinian
flood wave flowed toward said Wednesday.
Authority said Wednesday.
the North Sea.
Tahir Jalil Haboush told
"They are raising the bar
A week of severe flooding reporters in the Iraqi capital
to fit their campaign to get
along the Elbe River and its that a search of Abu Nidal's
rid of Vasser Arafat," said
tributaries has caused bil- . Baghdad apartment turned
Edward Abington, former
lions of dollars of damage in up automatic weapons and
U .S.
consu l-general
in
Germany and the neighbor- false passports but offered
Jerusalem.
ing Czech ReJ?ublic, wiping few other details about the '
The U.S. demands, which out homes, roads and rail
Palestinian man's death.
are based on an assessment lines. The swollen Danube
President Bush expressed
led by the U.S. Agency for River also has wreaked
skepticism with the Iraqi
International Development, havoc in Austria and southaccount, and a White House
could delay the elections em Germany and damaged
spokesman said Abu Nidal's
that were· expected in Janu- parts of Hungary.
presence in Iraq showed
ary and has divided PalesBaghdad's links to terror.
tinian officials, Abington 1•ons of Africans die
"Out of our confidence in
said in an interview.
from AIDS, 1'uberculolls President Saddam Hussein,
JOHANNESBURG, South we ask him personally to
Lawyer urges France
Africa (AP) AIDS killed 3 intervene quickly to investito seek exbadltlon
million people last year. The gate the circumstances of
PARIS (AP)
A lawyer year before, tuberculosis the assassination crime and
representing families of killed 1.7 million and malar- unveil ... parties behind it/'
French citizens who disap- ia more than a million oth- the organization said in a
peared jn
d uring the ers. Millions more died from statement.
d ictatorship of Gen. Augus- diarrh ea and other easily
to Pinochet on Wednesday preventable diseases.
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Retention program works
Amid
cn t tctsm
a nd
doubt, Murray State's many
program~ to help students
ISSUE:
succeed academically have
Murray State
been wild ly successful.
University progmrns Proof of this success can
be found in Murray State
designed to help
having t he second - h ighacademically
est grad uation rate in the
disadvantaged
state; onl y the University
of Kentucky did better.
students
The Murray State adm inistration
prides itself in its
POSIT ION:
policy of accessjbi li ty as
The programs are a opposed to exclusivity.
good effort not only Students are we lcomed
into the i nstitution and
to help individuaJ
encouraged to do we ll
students succeed,
instead of sent away withbut also to raise the out a chance at a good education.
graduation rate.
An example is Murray
State's retention program.
which goes hand in ha nd
with
the
Academ ic
Restoration Plan.
This allows students on
academic probation to
meet with their advisers
and devise a solution to

Our View

What are your first
impressions of.student life
at Murray State?

•

''Murray is more
than I have
dreamed."
La.keshla Sanders
freshman. Huntingtoo, TBflfl

"It's all to the
good."
Brian Dickerson
freshman. Fullon

"I love it; it's a
wonderful place
to make new
friends."

In My
Opinion

freshman. Mayfield

Michael Osborne
freshman, Elkton

Severo
Avila

"Is the size of
the search
area relative
to the
success of the
search when
· it comes to
matters of the

heart?''

..
2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175
Loree Stark
editor in chief • 762-6877
Ryan Brooks
associate editor • 762-4468
Marci Owen
news editor • 762·4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor • 762-4468
Kyser Lough
college hfe ed1tor • 762-4480
Chris Jung
sports editor • 762-4481
Seth Frank
online editor • 762-4468
Zachary Konkol
chief copy ed1tor • 762-4468
Karrl Wurth
photo editor • 762-4468
Jus tin Kimbro
advertising manager • 762-4478
"The Murray State News· strives to be the
University community's source for 1nforma·
tion.
Our goal is to present that informati on In
a fatr and unbtased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expresston
and debate.
"The Murray State News• offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
interested in journaltsm or other fields relating to the productton of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free lrom
censorship and advance approval of copy:
and, its ed1tors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news pohctes.
"The Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and Is an offlctal publica·
lion of Murray State UntverSity. Th e l1rst
copy of "The Murray State News· is free.
Additional copies are avatlable for 25 cents
at 111 Wtlson Hall.

This effqrt not only
assists the students· GPAs,
it also helps in the recepti on of financial aid. The
o nly bad thing about the
retention p rogram is that
more people arc not aw<trc
of it.
An increase in the graduation rate from 40.5 to 54.9
pe rcent (compared to 42 .8
percent, the average for'
pulic state u n iversities) is
neither trivial nor a fluke .
1t is a con siderable escalation a nd the result of a con certed effort by this Uni vers i ty to assist its students.
Not o nl y is Murray State
committed to helping stu dents, but the second-high est graduation rate in t he
state is not hing to scoff at.
T h is improves the school's
public image as much as it
gives Mu rray State stu"'
dents, fac u lty and staff
something to be proud of.

Does size matter in International
the search for love? Ambassadors
seeks students

Jennifer Clark

''Pretty good: all
the people are
really friendly."

boost their GPA.

In a city as small as Murray, it
can be hard to find someone you
really like who really likes you
buck . It 's even harder when the
population of that city plummets as
~oo n us summer rolls around.
Now imagine not just looking for
a date, but looking for "the one."
Yes, it's debatable whether or not
that perfect person really does
exist, but whomever you ' re looking
for. is it a guarantee you'll find
them in a big city as opposed to a
smalJ phH:e like Murray'?
When it cnmes to finding a good
re lationship, does ~>ize really matter'!
My roommate Sabrina found her
boyfriend in what may be the smallest city in the Western Hemisphere .
Sabrina believes it really makes no
difference where you are. When
you· re meant to find your !>pecial
someone, you ' ll meet them no matter where you are. She thinks loca·
tion is secundury to destiny.
Sabrina found the guy with whom
she believes she wants Ill spend the
rest of her life. It's a long-distance
relationship. and you Citn all spare
me your collective "it'll never
work." becuuse they are working at
it and making it work. It's not easy,
but she :.eems to think it's worth it.
And although she ' s in a bigger city
right now with more guys than
she's ever seen, she only has eyes
for the bny back home.
My other roommate. however, has
been looking for love in some pre tty big cities. He's searched in St.
Louis. Chicago, Miami, Nashville
and Atlanta and has yet to find the
right girl.
So is the size of the search area
relati\'e to the :-.uccess of the search
when it comes to matters of the
heart?
Mario (that's my other roommate)
say!> it's only common sense to look
in a lar!!er urea because you' II have
more tuck. Ever the man of logic,
he believes with more bars, clubs,
cafes. rcstuurants and gyms. larger
Cities attract and offer a much wider
selection of potential mates.
Mario thinks men aren't necessarily looking for "the nne." They just
want a nice. cute girl to have some
fun with. If it works out- great. I f
it doesn't - move on to the next
:-top. f'ur him, a bigger city would
be more practical.
Co incidentally. Mario also thinks
beer i.., one uf the basic food groups,
so take his advice with a grain of
salt.
So where does that leuve the rest
Qf us who are looking for true love?

Can we possibly find our .;uul mate
in a small town or will we ,ju st have
to venture out into the big city in
search of the one'?
It all depend!> on what you ' re
looking for . If all you v.ant is a one ·
night stand (and there'!i absolutely
nothing wrong with thai) with no
commitments, no complications and
no attachments, then you don ' t need
to look any further than the nearest
bar or frat party. There are lots of
people just like )OU who simply
want to hook up for a casual thing.
If, however. you ' re looking for
something more su(?stantial and
something serious, then. unl ike real
estate. it doesn ' t always boil down
to location ... location ... location .
The perfect person for you could
be just down the hall in the roQm
that always smells like cheese or
hundreds of mile:. away in Parb
(France, not Tennessee). It all
depends on what you're willing to
wait for because it is, after all . a
waiting game.
Impatience is the bane of all good
relationships. If you·re the type that
needs constant companionship you know who you are - you think
the planets are colliding if you're
alone more than 42 hours - then
chances are you'll have several
physically gratifying yet spiritually
unfulfilljng encounters before you
finally meet the one you're destined
to be with.
And be careful : if you're too busy
shacking up. you just might pass
love by on your way to the next
ning.
But, if you arc like some or US, a
hopeless dreamer. willing ttl wait
for that perfect person to come
along, then you'll probably have a
lot of lonely nights chock full of
"Andy
Griffith "
reruns
and
microwave dinners.
You. however. are the type that
thinks all those lonely night' are
v.orth it when you finally find that
one person out there you know is
your soul mate.
So the answer is no. Si1c doesn't
matter. You could be in the middle
of Times Square in bustling New
York City and not connect with a
single per~on out of the millions all
around you, m you could be in a little wooden ~~hack in ue,.olate
Siberia studying the mat ing habits
uf Russian tree frogs nnd bump into
un intriguing young forest ranger
v.ho thinks you're the best thing
si nee s I iced bread.
"

In My
Opinion

Cha1les

•

Tayl or

"Service

lo

is one
of mankind's
greatest
pleasures.''
others

Se,·ero At·ila is opinion editor for
"11e Murray State New.f. "

OK, is there anyone out there n lew
c redits shy ol be ing a full -time s tudent?
Have uny ,lf you ever wunted to
learn ubout foreign customs, cuisine
and geography?
Might, perchance. there be someone
on the Murray State campus willing to
meet new people und "hare a bit of
Aml'rican culture with them'!
Servife to others is one of
mankind 's grea test pleasures.
A t ·~turray S tate. we have a golde n
opportunity to serve others in a way
thut not many in our community have.
Mon.~ than 100 new foreign students
will be enrolling at Murray State for
the fall semes ter. and many of them
need help with :.cheduling. course
work and possibly e\'en survival in
this, a new and very intimidating
country.
International Ambassadors is an
organization that helps thes e foreign
students by pairing one new foreign
~tudcnt with a seasoned domestic :>tudent .
If you can help. you will benefit by
meeting a new friend , learning about
a new culture and, a~ an addet.l bonus,
participati ng in a two-credit-hour
class.
Let me tell you a liule bit ubout th~
class and what is expected of those
who arc a part of the program. We
will be meeting e very orhet Tuesday
during the s eme::.tcr at 7 p. m. in
Woods Hall. Thl! "course work" consists of 15 different reports detailing'
the time you have s pent with your
inte rnational student.
Basically, this urnounts to one visit
a week . Als{>, each student is required
w p<ut ici pate in thn:e group projects
over the l'Ourse of the semester. These
can include fund-raisers, s pecial
e\ cots and other locrvicc programs . At
the end of the semester, students will
wri te '' one- page paper describing
their experience~.
If you wuuld like to participate in
thi s program. plca~e contact class
adviser:> Beth Murphy or Mark Galloway.
We :drc:.tdy have the nnrncs of the
foreign students, ;anc.l there may be
nne from a Cl)Untry that really interests you.
At present we are ~imply av.niting
the names of Murray State students
who nrc willing to commit to the program. I invite you to be one of them.

Clwrle!i Taylor i.1· a senior Radio/TV
mujor from Murray.

!YOUr C) )i.I1i(H1
'The Murray State News' not
promoting equal opportunity
To the Editor.

While I have ne,cr been one to harp on
things to do with equal opportunity, especially Title IX requirements. I cannot help
but re~pond to this new!-.paper's incredihly
inept reporting of the MSU men's ••nd
women' s golf teams in the May 3 bsue.
Remember. this is the University that ha~

been "inging its own praises for week' now
regarding ··u.s. News & World Rep<m' s"
mnking uf Murmy State as third in the
nation in pnwiding upportun1tic~ for
wPmen athletes ("U.S. News & World
Report").
Then comes '1'he Murray State News"'
May 3 front-page headline. complete with
large-size photo :md font work. of the men's
losing effort at lhe Ohio Valley C<mfcrence
Championship, in which they dropped from
second place to sixth in the linal round.
That was the sports' front-page headline of

the day. with nary a hint of the wo111e n's
golf team, v.hich "swept all possible honors" and won the CtHiference title !
Sorry, ladies. Whatever the national !>Ia·
tbtic'>, don't ex peel your feat., to rank up
there with the guys' anytime soon, C\ en
though we all know you do mte n hearty
front ·pagc congmtulauons and a sincere
apology from thb newspaper.
Laura Ewald
Reference Librarian
210A Waterfield Library

Write to us
"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 word:. or fewer and must be
~igned. Contributors should include
addresses and ph~;>ne number$ for verifica.
tion. Pie~ include hometown. clussification, title or relati<.mship to the University.
"The Murray State News" reserves the right
to edit for style. length and content.
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Under Go •
Religious reference Removing phrase
not needed in Pledge violates freedoms
In My

Opinion

"In adding
'under God' to
the Pledge of
Allegiance,
Congress
officially
endorsed
religion and
sent a message

out to
American
citizens that if
they were not
believers, they
were not truly
part of this

nation."

May we have a moment of
s ilence'!
So many problems in our nation
could be solved with those eight
words.
Born and. raised in western Kentucky. I u sed the Bible for reference
as much as the encyclopedia or dictionary. As a child, my days often
began with the Pledge and ended
with a prayer. I was not given a
choice, hut at that time, livmg in a
predominantly Christian community. I did not know anyone would
desire a choice.
Racial equality was discussed.
Gender equality was often a topic.
Religious equality, however, was as
foreign to me as Timbuktu. As the
years rolled past. I began seeing the
world in a different light. I no
longer fell so sheltered by the
beliefs instilled in me.
Watching the news and understanding what was going on in the
world around me, I realized that the
same close-mindedness that drove
members of Congress to add two
controversial words to an already
perfect declaration of loyalty to our
nation in 1954 was the same closemindedness that forced our founding fathers out of their homelands
into a new world.
In creating this new, free world,
our founding fathers wanted to
ensure that no person would ever
have to endure that same religious
persecution . Many argue that separation of church and state was not
the original intention of those great
men, because it was necessary the
Constitution be amended to include
such a clause.
However. in Thomas Jeffer1>on · s
1777 Statute of Religious Freedom,
he stated the obvious o pinion of his
c olleagues, which they believed to
have already been implied by our
nalion's doctrine: "Be it enacted by
the Gt!neral assembly, that no man
shall be compelled to frequent or
s upport any religious worship, place
or ministry whatsoever ... not shall
otherwise suffer on account of his
religious opinions or belief: but that
all men shall be free to profess. and
by argument to maintain. their opinio n in matters of religion, that the
s ame shall in no way diminish,
enlarge or affect their civil liberties."
Eleven years later. the establishment of the First Amendment,
which states. " Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment
of religion or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof." made their opin-

ions official.
Many will argue that because no
"law·· was passed, there was no violation of the Constitution. but in
adding "under God" to the Pledge
of Allegiance, Congress officially
endorsed a religion and sent a message out to American citizens that if
they were not believers. they were
not truly a part of this nation.
The now-famous rulin~ of the
U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals
held that incorporating religious
language into the Pledge was an
"impermissible endorsement of religion.''
Judge Alfred T. Goodwin, who
wrote the majority opinion for the
court, stated, "A profession that we
are a nation 'under God' is identical
.. . to a profession that we are a
nation 'under Jesus, ' a nation
·under Vishnu,' a nation 'under
Zeus' or a nation ·under no God'
because none of these professions
can be neutral with respect of religion"
Many argue that we should leave
things how they are, that children
who do not wish to partake in the
daily recitation of the Pledge should
simply remain seated. Obviously,
these people do not remember what
it was like to be 10 years old. If
wearing the wrong shoe~ can ostracil.e a child from peers, what would
this suggested nonconformity do for
a child's desire to fit in?
I firmly believe that children
should be taught tolerance and good
citi1.enship in school, but in teaching these values, one must not favor
one religion or belief more than
another. As Supreme Court Justice ,
Sandra Day O'Connor said, doing
so would "send a message to non
adherents that tbey are outsiders,.
not full members of the ... community."
So, to return to my starting point,
a moment of silence would allow
everyone to pay respect to any deity
of choice and allow others to twiddle their thumbs and bite their nails
without condemnation from peers. l
do love my country. l do love my
God, but without my freedom.
would I have the chance to love?
For the many who may disagree
with my view on this matter, 1
implore you to voice your opinion
and exercise your First Amendment
rights. However, in exercising these
rights, please realize that these
rights are what I am arguing for.

Marci Owen is news editor for ''The
Murray State Nel-.':>'."

Why settle for stately
when ovetkill will do?
In My

Opinion

Kate
Matheny

"You know
what seems a
trifle overkill?

The gates of
hell on the
south end of
campus."

Just what we always wanted a
big stinking gate at the end of
campus. It's not enough that we
have an arch showcasing the stadium. but now we have erected
massive gates to prove that we
are not some rinky-dink place.
We can compete with all the old.
pretty, gothic-looking campuses.
Really, we can.
It· s not that 1 have an aversion
to beautifying the campus. I'm
glad this place isn' t a dump. All
the n owers seem right somehow,
even if they cost a fortune. And
I don't even disagree with the
ambiance "The Powers That Be"
must be going for .
Pogue
Library has names of dead poets
inscribed in stone and ivy growing all over it. It looks stately.
All our old buildings have charm
e nough to seem old-fashioned
and elegant without overkill.
You know what doesn't look
stately'? You know whar seem-; a
trifle overkill? The gates of hell
on the south end of campus. Not
only are they huge, but they are
sitting out in the middle of freaking nowhere. attached to
, absolutely nothing. They're hard
to miss for those of us on campus. but who else will see them'>

Important
people
drivmg
through Murray that just happen
to find themselves going down
15th Street? Maybe travelers
that collect pictures of themselves in front of gates will come
from miles around to see them.
Only the students using the
book drop will notice the gate.
and they will wonder why their
campus has sudden!) taken on a
frightening quality.
And the
patrons of Fifteenth & Olive will
~it and stare night after night and
ponder the nature of this University It make!> me wonder ju.;r
how we're perceived as opposed
to what we really are.
Those gates screamed at me
the other day. They said. "This
University is trying way too hard
to appear important .''
Since
when do we want to seem like an
Impressive
University,
as
opposed to actually being
impressive? Putting up a large.
self-important gate does nothing
to change what happens behind
it.

Kate Matheny is tl senior
creative writing major from
Madisonville.

f'or all the controversy that can
occur over the name. you would
think God had personally slighted
someone. While in a free country
it is the right of everyone to
choose whether to acknowledge
God or not. the United States has
been systematically reducing the
"acceptable" uses ~lf the word
"God." Atheists. and some farleft liberals, perceive the men·
tinning of ''God" tu be an attack
on their ideology and .;ubsequent·
ly a violation of their constitutional rights. To reduce this
··evil," they have brought numerous court cases against any men tioning of. or allusion to, God in
public institutions, especially
schools. By eliminating any references to God, they believe this
country i~ becoming more tolerant of differing views . Instead.
atheists are merely reducing the
rights of everyone else to conform to their own Ideological sys·
tem.
The most ret:~nt case occurred
when the 9th Circuit Court ruled
the phrase "under God" in the
Pledge of Allegiance was unconstitutional afte1 Michael Newdow. an atheist, brought suit
hecause his daughter was being
led in a recitation of the Pledge in
school. However, il up pears neither the court nor Newdow con·
s idered everyone else'-; rights.
under the First Amendment. to
say "under God."
Many people wke il for granted
that allusions to religion. any reli gion, in a government setting are
expressly prohihited. Most people have heatd the phrase "sepa·
rution of church and state" to the
point that it is almost cliche. Yet
the bedrot..•k principle for excluding God from the public is, in
fat:t, nowhere to he found in the
Constitution. In fact. the only
constitutional law that addresses
religion is the First Amendment.
which states, in part. "Congress
shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion. or prohihiting the free exercise thereof." Since the Constitution only
provides for the restriction of
laws regarding religion, it begs
the question : "Is the Pledge of
Allegiance a law?"
I am sure everyone in this
country who is old enough to
attend school has recited the
Pledge at one point or another.
This widespread acceptance of
the Pledge could easily lead some

BACK

people to forget a key issue.
While every class may recite the
Pledge, no one is forced to say
the Pledge. That is. nowhere is
there a law that state:. un individual must recite the Pledge of
Allegiance. It is generally asked
of people to rise and recite the
Pledge, but it is a matter of courtesy and not enforced as law.
There are no legal consequences
for not reciting the Pledge. The
Pledge is more along the lines of
a tradition that has the support of
the government. Lawmakers are
not going to threaten punishment
of anyone who does not follow a
tradition.
If atheists are not being forced
to say "under God.'' it raises
questions as to why they should
cure if anyone else says it. No one
will go through life and not hear
~omething they find to be false. If
atheists have a conflict of ideolo·
gy with the Pledge of Allegiance,
they can refuse to recite it. It is
their rigbr to remain silent. or
even omit the phrase, when saying it. However, nothing is
gained by them forcing their
beliefs on the rest of the public.
The irony of the situation is that
while atheism is more closely
associated with open-mindednc~s. in this case. atheists arc
'imply trying to eliminate a doctrine because it is not doctrine
they believe.
The case that started this controversy provides an almost ideal
example of the point. According
to a CNN story, Newdow filed
the lawsuit. even though his
daughter wished to recite the
words "under God" and attends
Sunday school with her mother.
who divorced Newdow before the
suit. This leads to the conspku·
ous conclusion that, since Newdow could not stop his daughter
from saying words which 'contra·
dieted his own ideology. he tried
to deny her the right to say them
at aiL
While, as a Christian, l fully
agree with the inclusion of
"under God," I also recognize
that no one has the right to force
anyone to say what he or she does
not wish to say. The atheists.
however, wish to enforce their
own ideology on the remainder of
the country by denying people
the right to say "under God."

In My

Opinion

Adam
Mathis

hWhile
atheism is
more closely
associated with
openmindedmess,
in this calie,
atheists are
simply trying
to eliminate a
doctrine
because it is
not the
doctrine they
believe in."

Adam Mar/tis is a .Haff' writer for
"The Murray State News. "
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Faculty members experience
flooding while in Regensburg
by Taylor Marie Ewing

the murray state news
august23, 2002

Murray State sells WQTV; intends
to increase MSU TV-11 production
by Tim Siniard

assistant n<.-· ws t:ditor

staff "tVritt:r

While many U.S. residents
have watched the recent flooding
in Europe on television, eight
Murray State professors experienced the incident firsthand \\hile
on a faculty development tour in
Regensburg, Germany.
Paul Sasso, Reika Ebert. Celia
Wall, Stacy Stone. Warren
Edminster, Mary Tripp Reed,
Tommy Stambaugh and Ken Sottrick spent three weeks in Regensburg in July and August as a part
of the Europe in Transition progrum.
Art professor Paul Sasso said
the program gave the faculty the
opportunity to share their knowl·
edge about their field as it related
to Europe.
"Ba<>ically. eight faculty from
Murray State went over there, and
we put on presentations for each
other concerning Europe." Sa%o
said. "In my case, what was happening in art in Germany."
German professor Reika Ebert
said the progmm included seminars in the morning and tours in
the afternoon, and it allowed the
professors to become more
knowledgeable about other
departments.
"It create<; more knowledge
about what other people do so we
can do more interdisciplinary
work," Ebert said.
Although Ebert and Sasso said
the program itself was very educational, they also learned u lot by
watching how the city of Regensburg responded to the record
flood.
Sasso said it started raining
heavily in Regensburg around
Aug. 7 and continued for several
days.
"It just continued and continued and continued," Sasso said.
"They put up floodgates and
walls. bUl by Monday the 12th,
(the water) had gone over the
banks.''
Ebert said many of the faculty
members checked the river each
morning before their semjnars to
see how much it had risen during

Murray State's decision to sell
WQT V/UPN 24 will relieve the University from the burden of providing
financial support to the struggling
local television station.
The station will be sold to Steve
Engles, an executive with a media
company based in California. The
change wi ll be effective Sept. I.
Engles did not return calls Wednesday morning.
A decrease in advertising as a result
of the terrorist attacks on Sept. I I .
200 I. significantly reduced revenue at
the station. prompting the University
to bow out of ownership.
Robert Lochte, professor of journalism, suid the change was positive
for the University because the lowpower television station's limited

viewing audience had problems
attracting national advertisers. He
added that the Univt!rsity' .s ownership
of the station was not a successful
venture.
"lt did not work out financinlly for
us," Lochte said. "The University will
not have the obligation of running the
station now."
Lochte said low-power broadcast
stations have difficulty attracting
advertisers because they have djfficulty connecting with a nation:1l audience. He said one problem with
WQTV was it was not available on
cable.
" ff you are not on cable. it is a challenge," Lochte said.
As a result of the transfer, operations will be based in Paducah.
although production facilities will
stay in Murray for now.
1
"Engles b a good sale~man and

may have better luck getting advertisers, though I think he will still have
challenges in the Paducah market,"
Lochte said.
Lochte said the Murray station will
be a satellite and the main station after
the changeover.
"The change will not injure our curriculum." John Dillon. journalism
professor. said. "There v.ill not be a
negative impact on our students."
Dillon said the University's broadcast equipment will stay in Murray.
As a result of the changeover, the
broadcast signal will be tranc;mitted
out of Paducah instead of Murray.
Murray State " ill still originate
broadcasting from channels nine and
II.

Said Lochte: "We plan to increase
TV production inside and outside of
class with significant changes planned
for the spring semester.''

Search for new CPE president leaves
University officials hopeful of outcome
Celia Wall/Guest

People in Regensburg attempt to prevent more damage
from the flooding of the Danube River by laying sandbags.
the night.
"Regensburg is on the Danube
(River). and we slowly saw it
ri~e." Ebert said. ''It flooded the
promenade next to the river. Then
basements and the lowest streets
flooded so the buses couldn't
run."

Ebert said although the flood
causc.!d considerable damage in
Rcgensburg. cities like Prague
and Dresden were hit even worse.
"It had rained really hard for
three days, which is not that long.
but the difference is that it rained
everywhere," Ebert said. "All of
Europe was flooded , and the
rivers just couldn't hold it.
'1'hey stopped all the ships.
"hich is the one way we were
affected .,We wanted to do a sightseeing tour, and we couldn't do
that."

Both Ebert and Sao;so said they
impressed with how quickly
the city of Regensburg responded
to the flood.
Ebert saki as soon as the water
started receding, cleaning crews
were clearing the streets.
"(Regensburg) was very well
prepared with bankings and sandbags," Ebert silld. ''They had a
flood in '88 that was fairly high.
and they learned from that."
Sasso said the river had begun
to recede by the time the group
left Aug. 1.5. He said the river rose
a total of eight or nine feet above
the normal level.
"The Gennans were quite interesting in how efticient they "ere
in dealing with Lhe flood," Sasso
said. "[ would get up really early
and just watch what they were
doing."
were

by Loree Stark
editor in chief

University President King Alexander said what might have been a relatively stagnant interim period for the
Council on Postsecondary Education
- the interval between the departure
of President Gordon Davieo; and the
hiring of a new CPE president - has
actually been a period of continued
reform.
"Everyone wa~ concerned in this
interim period that reform would
stop," Alexander said. "But our numbers sho" something completely different . ... We're as committed to
higher education reform as we've
ever been."
Alexander said the University is
"very involved" in the hiring of a new
CPE president, and he is optimjstic
abou\ the relationship between the
University and the incoming president.
"We're hoping to get somebody as
the president of CPE we can work
closely with to improve communica-

tion between the CPE and all of the
universities,'' Alexander said. "We
believe we're collaborating in ways
we've never collaborated before."
Alexander said efforts to build the
University while working to build the
region and state are vital to the mission of the University. He said he
hopes to lind a president University
officials can work closely nnd ~om
municate with who also will work
with CPE members individually as
well as a unit.
"We're extremely committed to
principles and higher education
reform." Alexander said. "We're
waiting and hoping to go forward and
to get someone to help us serve the
state of Kentucky and our region and
the educational needs of our students."
Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said he hopes the next
president of CPE will have a strong
commitment to diver!>ity in highereducation across Kentucky.
"We would like to have someone
who is a good communicator ... and

a consensus-builder, someone that
obviously is innovative and is open to
input, suggestions, and is not necessari ly tied to the way it!i always
been,'' Robertson said. "(We want
someone) with a willingness to look
at things from different perspectives."
Robertson also said it was important for the next CPE president to
view higher education institutions in
Kentucky equally.
"Obviously. what we need is someone who is an advocate for the public
institutions and someone who is an
advocate for all of the institutions.
and not just placing a priority on the
University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville, but (someone
who) realites they should be an advocate for all,'' Robertson said.
Alexander said budget discussions
were the primary "bumps" that
occurred in last year's CPE issues.
Said Alexander: ''They say that the
baltles or the conflicts are never more
intense when the resources are so
few"
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Carrg t:lie Origina[
Introducing Anastasia.
New for Fall 2002.

759-2100

Downtown Murray
Mon. - Fri.

Sat.

10 a.m.
1U a.m.

Happy
20th
Birthday
Chris Jung
(a.k.a. FrissQr)
Love,
Lindsie and Lauren

5 p.m.
2 p.m.

Come worship God
with us in a new and
exciting way!
The NET is a praise and worship celebration
held at Firs~ Baptist Church, each Sunday
(when Murray State is in session) at 6 p.m.
Designed for the university student and their
needs! Uses a rhythm section with band and
vocals to worship! Offers Bible study and
teaching each week! Connects students with
God, other MSU students and our church
family. Refreshments will be served each
Sunday at the "coffee bar"!
203

S. 4th St.

753-1854
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Murray State opens new campus in Hopkinsville
by Adam L. Mathis
Monday. the educational
bond between Murray State
University and the western
Kentucky community was
strengthened with the opening of a new education center
in Hopkinsville enrolling
550 students.
The West Regional Postsecondary Education Center
sits on 80 acres of land and
has 36.000 square feet of
building space with eight
classrooms. two of them
interactive televi'>iOn rooms.
said Dewey Yeatts, vice
president of facilities management. The facility cost
$5.6 million.
The Hopkinsville campuc;
will offer six four-year
degrees: criminal justice,
special education, elementary education. nursing, busi-

inated the idea for the Hopkinsville campus.
"It's wonderful to look out
on that soybean field and see
this place rising up. and certainly it would never have
been done but for Kel"Jl,"
Easley said.
Kern said the new campus
is a way of providing education to the community.
"We can· t serve these
communities without facilities in that community,"
Kern said.
The campus opening was
delayed by a year because of
problems with construction.
CB&S Construction Co.
originally built the facility
without sufficient structura l
support, King said.
Said King: "Really, the
loss is to the Hopkinsville
community. because there is
a year of educational service
that they did not have.''

tion can be critical in that
effort.''
While many recognized
the educational and economic benefits the new campus
offered to the community.
benefits of a non- academic
nature wen: also recognized.
"Boy, I am so happy today:
1 am just as excited us I can
be." Richard Liebe, mayor of
Hopkinsville, said. "We are
bringing college football to
Hopkinsville, Kentucky!"
Although students who
attend the Hopkinsville campus will be distanceo from
Murray. effort will be made
to integrate them into the
University'~ main campus.
"Whal we can do is provide a lot of opportunities for
them to come over," Univer!>ity President F. King
Alexander :-;aid.
Kern Alexander, former
Murray State president, orig-

ness administration and independent studies, interim
Director Kelly Morse said.
Sid Easley. chair of the'
Board of Regents, said the
availability of the degrees in
Hopkinsville will help further the spread of education
to the community.
"The one thing that this
(the Hopkinsville campus)
does above all ... is to give
access to higher education to
those who would not otherwise have had access."
Easley .~aid.
The importance of this
access was stressed by many
who were involved in the
creation of the campus.
··we feel like, also, thai
this mi!ht be the single
biggest missing piece in our
economic
development
effort," Regent Elizabeth
McCoy said. "A four-year
higher-educational institu -

staff writer

Karrl Wurth/The News

People gathered for the reception followin g the opening of Murray State's Hop'kinsviUe campus Monday. Classes started Wednesday with 550 students enrolled.

''We're Back''
AND CAN'T WAIT
TO SEE YA!!!

Open 24 hours - 7 days a week
One stop shopping
Full line grocery store "1\Ti th
Restaurant Deli, Service Seafood, Service meat,
Pharmacy, Cingular office, BB&T Bank

Home of the Bottomless Coffee Cup
ond our fomous

1/3 Lb. Burgers

Across from Wilson Hall on 15th Street
Open Monday-Friday 7:30 am till 3:30 pm
Call-in Orders: 753-3406

African American
Recruitment Team

We have a new program just for you. Bring your
student J.D. and your Kroger plus card to our
front office and we will enter your info into our
computer and then you will start earning dollars
toward a free 12 pack of Pepsi products.
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Murray State graduation rate increases 14 percent
by Adam L. Mathis
:-;t:llf writer
Secoml only to the University of Kentucky, Murray State's graduation rate has
increased from 40.5 to 55 percent .
The Kentucky's Council on Postseconl.iary Education conducted the study
among regional universities.
Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs Gary Brockway said private universities· graduation rates are higher due to
their selectivity.
"Our mission is uccessibility, and we
want to provide an opportunity for every
high school student to get a college
degree,'' Brockway said. "But sometimes
those students aren't us well prcpured to
take some of the required math and reading
courses anl.i need to be remediated, which
we do."
Because of the need for remediation,
Brockway smd more effort is being channeled into rcmediating students to beHer
prepare them for college.

Other factors also have contributed to the
increase in graduation rates. Vice President
of Student Affairs Don Robertson said the
increase in graduation rates is due to
numerous on- and off-campus efforts.
"A lot of things we have done, from firstyear experience to our retention alerts to
our residential colleges, along with the
good work of the faculty and the quality of
the students coming in, has resulted in this
higher rate," Robertson said.
The retention plan includes a third-year
program designed to aid students in getting
off academic probation.
"Once they drop below a 2.0 GPA before
they can register for classes, they have to
till out what's called an Academic Restoration Plan. where they sit down with the
adviser and they work up a strategy of how
they are going to get off probation and get
in good standing." Robertson said.
Retention efforts also have been aided by
improvements in financia l aid. particularly
the initiation of the Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship, which provides

money for college, said Charles Vinson,
director of student financial aid. During the
2000-01 academic year, Murray State students received in excess of $37 million of
financia l aid in various forms.
"This KEES b not only a retention incentive, but abo encourages students to continue their education after high school by
enrolling in a Kentucky college, university
or vocational/technical school." Vinson
said.
Also aiding retention is more determination on the part of student to receive a
degree. Roberston said.
Morehaa~·· State
"Students are realizing even more that
their optionc; are becoming more and more
limited if they don't have a degree,"
Robertson said.
Future plans for retention improvement
include possibly requiring all students to
visit their advisers before they register for
classes, Robertson said.
Said Robertson: "The adviser-student
relationship is probably the most impor1ant
retention plan we have if done correctly." ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - -- - ---R-ob Brown/The News

Public University Average
University d Kentucky:
Murray state'Unlv•~lty:
University:
western Kentucky University:
Northern Kentucky University:
Eastern Kentucky University:
Kentucky Slate UnlversHy:
University d Loulsvll

Non-fiction author speaks to incoming freshmen
by Tim Siniard
staff writer

Rick Bragg, Pulitzer PriL.e-winning
joumalist, provil.ied a "great beginning"
to Murmy State freshmen Monday at
Lovett Auditorium.
" All Over but the Shoutin' ,"Bragg's
persl)nul account 'o f his rise from an
impoverished childhood to nn awardwinning .ioumalist for the "New York
Times,'' was chosen by faculty a-;
required reading for fre1>hmen because
of it!> in,piring portrayal of a mother's
vktorious struggle again~t adversity.
The book ulso contains life experiences
familiar to people from the South.
Shortly utter his introduction, Bragg
drew laughter from the audience when
he apologit.ed to the ,,tudents required
to read his book.
''I'm sorry 1 ruined your summer,"
BrJgg said.
Great Beginnings. the Murray State
University program for treshmen, is

designed to make the transition to college life easier. The goal of requiring
freshmen to read Bragg's memoir is to
provide student<; with a shared reading
experience that will be a topic within
many of the1r first-year courses at Murray State.
While regaling students with his
Mark Twain-style of storytelling, Bragg
stressed the importance of writing down
family history, noting fictionalized st~
rics are not as rich and colorful as family experiences.
"Every one of you could take my
place and describe the brilliant absurdities of life," Bragg said.
Bragg said he wrote his book to
honor his mother because of the many
sacrifices she made to provide for
Bragg and his brothers.
"She went without a new dress for 18
years so we could have clothes for
school," Bragg said. "She was a woman
who worked on her hands and knees
scrubbing floors to earn a living. I want-

Jenny Hahn/The News

"All O ver but the Sboutin"' author Rick Bragg spoke to incoming freshmen Monday at Lovett Auditorium.
ed to explain her sacrifices."
Bragg's tale of his mother's struggle

to mise her family without the presence
of his abusive, alcoholic father inspired

legions of readers and catapulted his
book to the top of bestseller lists.
"I'm proud of my people, and I wanted to write about my family,'' Bragg
said.
Bragg said he also wanted to write
about people who work with their hands
to make a living.
"1 value them more than anything on
this planet, and their stories gave me the
power to write about my people,"
Bro~gg said. "The book became an
anthem for many."
While recounting stories from his
youth, Bragg told humorous tales about
his mother's affinity for adopting c;nay
dogs and anecdotes about his friends
who live in the piney woods of northern
Alabama.
Bmgg said he wru> influenced by
Mark Twain's belief that one can rise
:tbove adven.ity and be successful without abandoning his heritage.
"Marl< Twain defied all confomuty,''
Bragg said. "He thought you could be a

decent pen.on no matter l whtll) your
background "
Sharon Davis, non-trndiuonal student
from Paris, Tenn., said she could relate
to Bragg's hewic tribute to his mother.
"It made. me feel that I was not the
only morn \\ ho makes sacrifices,''
Davis s.1id. "His book was very personalto me.''
Davis SJid shl! admired Bragg
because he did not forget his pa;,t or
roots.
Tyler Holloway, frc~hman from
Mayfield, said he read the book and listened to it on tape and found its theme
oftnumph over rnisfunune familiar.
"Bragg's life wns smulnr m my
!,'Tandfather's," Holloway s:~id.
Both students agreed Bragg's book
was uplifting nnd were rhankful for rhc
opportunity to hear him speak.
Bragg ended his speech telling stu·
l.ients he envied their chance to attend
college and regretted he did not finish
his college studies.
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News," 111 Wilson Hall.
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•Enrollment - Last
day to enroll in any
first
half-seme:->ter
course. Class must he
attended on this day.
Lust day to drop fin;t
half-semester course
with no grade. Last
day to change from
audit to credit.
•Parkin~ -· Student
parking permit regis·
trution. 8 a.m. to 4
p.m., Curris Center
Art Gallery.
•Auditions - "Our
Town" auditions. 6 to
9 p.m., Robt:rt E.
Johnson Theatre, Fine
Arts Building.
•Cinema International - "Amelie,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission .

by Stephen Adams
contrlbULing writer
Gay roommates. drunk driving, diversity in the
classroom and Racer Pattol ... it almost sounds like
un episode of 'The Real World" wu.s shot on Murmy State's campus.
That is exactly what thb year' s Realities on
Campus learn Wib going for with its presentation
of "The Real World: Murray Style.' ' A group of
nearly 20 Murray State students presented the collection of comic and dramatic sketches to this

year's incoming class as part of "Great Beginnings." the program designed to introduce freshmen to college life.
The pcrfonnancc, held in Lovett Auditorium,
showed incoming freshmen that college is not just
about classes and GPAs. but about new experiences and accepting both new responsibilities and
differences.
"I renlly enjoyed working with the team to
encourage and rnfonn the new students," participant Marteze Hammonds. sophomore from Murray, .said.

•Cinema International - ''Amelie."
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission

•Poster Snles - Art
und print poster sales.
I0 a.m. to S p.m., Curris Center secQnd
floor concourse,
•RCA -- Residential
College A!>sociation
meeting. 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. Everyone is
invited to attend.
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•Enrollment - Laq
day to dmp any full semester course with
no ~rade. Lust day to
change any fullsemester course from
audit to credit. Last
day to enroll in any
regular full -semester
course.
•Poster Sales ~ Art
and print poster sales,
10 a.m. to 5 p.m .•
Curris Center second
floor concourse.
•Baseball - Information meeting for those
wishing to try out for
the Murray State
baseball learn, 4:30
p.m.• room 226. Roy
Stewart Stadium.
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m .,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
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Opposing teams
DOWN
Gibson of tennis
Adage
Pliant
Exist
Gapes
Pluck
Solemn vow
Peel's partner
Ed or Emmylou
Tape editor
Personal computer
clement
Man or Dogs
Ginsberg or Frost
Pass gossip
Ending for a belief
Sugary
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Encyclopedia set,
e.g.
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Now available. a collection
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Sliver Spring, MD
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Shoe part
Furtive
Squirrel snack
Taper off
MA follower, perhaps
PGA peg
Language symbols
Rent payer
Most limber
U.S. defense grp.
Twisting force
Era
Put into a c;ipher
Stirrup bone
Drench once again
Eyelid woes
Deli side
Large wildcat
Breton, e.g.
Environs
William Tell's canton

IMPORTANT lHAT

~AYS

•Senior Meeting University officials to
discuss vurious topic:,
including graduation
requirements
and
career pl<mning. 4 to
5 p.m., Curris Center
Theater.
•Cinema International
"The
Princess and the Warrior," 7:30 p.m .. Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.

32
33
35
36
38
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•we4pe!dai
•Poster Sales - Art
and print p<lSter ~ales.
10 a.m. to 5 p rn ..
Curris Center second
lloor concourse.
•SGA - Student Government Association
Student Senate meeting. 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room. Meetings an:
open to the general
puhlic and guests.

Accepting diversity on campus was a main
theme in the skits, and included issues such as race.
rclig'ion and sexual orientation.
In the opening skit, two rOQmmates, one obviously cleaner than the other, began to argue on
cleanliness. But the argument escalated into one
questioning the sexuality of the other.
The truth eventually came out, and one roommate erupted into a loud statement of disbelief. The
skit continued and .set the tone for the rest of the
perfonnance.
One skit featured students writing letters to
home and eventually brought to light the multiple
counseling services on campus.
In another skit, a student was cornered by
"Assignments Number One. Two and Three." She
met a friend named "Procrastination," and all went
well until things piled up. Eventually the student
was forced to confront her problems in combat to
remedy the situation.
Other topics touched upon were safe sex. security on campus and the various counseJjng services
on campus. A solo performer tackled a monologue
on eating disorders, and the program included a
three-part .series of skits on date violence.
Jane Etheridge, director of the Murray State
Women's Center and counselor for the Counseling
and Testing Center, coordinated the "Realities on
Campus" performance. "We really wrutted to get a
message across that students have a place to go,"
said Etheridge.
Said Hammonds: "I hope that it was a good
break from the weekend. and I hope the new students saw the important messages in the skits."

Michelle Houser, junior from Paducah,
Brandon Powell, senior from Hopkinsville,
--.....::.-~.~· and Adam Bittel. sophomore from Utica,
Karri Wurth!The News perform a skit for Realities on Campus.

•sunday

•monda

9

Skits portray campus issues

!l.'!.Wt~

•Uihle Study - Chi
Alpha. 9: 15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterwards.
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ. 9 n.rn.
•Bible Study - Murray Chrbtiun Fellowship house. 7 p.m.

college life editor: Kyser Lough
assistant coJiege life editor: Erin Richards
phone: 762-4480

college life
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•music
I. Uruce Springsteen "The Rising"
2. Nelly- "NcllyviiJc"
3. li:mincm - "The Emincm
Show''
4. Scarface - "The Fix"
5. Various Artists - "Now

by Stephen Adams
contributing writer

)()''

Snurce: Associated l'ress

•tnovies
1. XXX
Starring Vin Diesel
Si~ns

St;1rring
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Kenlake has the blues

this \Veck.

2.

the murray state news

.rvtcl Gibson

3. nlue Crush
Starring Kate Bosworth and

Michelle Rodriguez
4. Spy Kids 2: 1'he Island
of Lost I )reams
Starring Antonio Bandcras

5. Austin Powers in Goldmember
Starring Mike Myers
Source: Associated Press

books
I. Tom Clancy - ''Red Rab·
hit"
2. J.K. Rowling - ''Harry
Potter and the Goblet of
Fire"
3. Nora Roberts - ''Summer
Pleasures"
4. Alke Sebold - 'The
.Lovely B(mcs"
5. Webster's New World

Perhaps the perfect end to a hot August would
be some hot blues music at this year's Hot August
Blues Festival at Ken lake State RCliort Park.
This year·~ festival marks the 13th year of blues
music hosted by Kenlake State Resort Park. The
festival feature~ both local and not-so-local band-;.
"We've booked acts from all over," said Vicky
Wimberley, coordinator of the festival.
With hc<Idliner~ from Cadiz, Memphis and New
York City, the three-day festival draws thousands
of fans rrom the Southeast and beyond.
Festl\ at prOCCl'ds benefit Shriners' Hospitals
for Children, a network of 22 hospitals that pro·
vide no cost, expen orthopedic, bum and spinal·
cord-injury care for children under 18.
The fc~tival. co·sponsored by The Big Appk
Cafe. the Kentucky Lotte!)', W~'viS·f-M Radio,
Roof Brothers Wines & Spirits and Coca-Cola,
opens Friday with a free concert beginning at 6
p.m. on the front lawn of Kcnlake Hotel. Friday's
free concert will femure the Harper Brother.. Band
from Cadiz and serves as an excellent opportunity
for blues novices to check out the sounds of blues
music and see if it is right for them.
Saturday heats up with the festivities moving to
Kenlakc's lake-side tennis amphitheater. l lcadlining Saturday's performances is the Tyrone Smith
Revue, with a song list featuring '50s, '60s and
'70s funk nnd soul The Tyrone Smith Revue has
been touring through the Southeast for over 28
years.
The revue's energetic and eclectic performances have earned it respect as one of the South·
east's top show-and·dance bands.
Tickets for Saturday's concert cost $8 in
advance and $10 at the gate. ~ales will open at 10

staff writer

J)ictiumu-y
Source: Associated Press

"If you feel low, you can buy
Jove from a pay phone. I don' t
feel low," croons Craig Nicholls,
the Viol's' lead ~inger, on the tirst
and titular track of " Highly
Evolved."
The song sets a high benchmark
the rest of the album tries to reach
and manages to achieve. The
album keeps pace throughout the
whole. although not the pace initially t•xpccted. It is a rough
dichotomy composed of heavily
distorted rock and floating,
melodic hallods.

• web site
www.snoud.com
Sn,>ud is a highly addictivt: cornpuler ganw that will cntettain you
lor hours 011 end. The ruks aro.: -.unplc, and lhe ~untrols urc easy to
Jc:u n. The 11 ial vcr ion of the game
l'atl be dowuluadcd lltf of the Web
si te for free, but is still almost fully
playable and wmth the download.

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated wi ll to have a
good time ...

• around town
Murray • If you aren't at the Hot
August Blues Festival at Kenlake
State Resort Park, you can head
over to the theater on the third floor
of the Curtis Center to see the
French movie "'Amelie" for free.
The movie starts at 7:30p.m. and is
sponsored by Cinema International.
"Amelie" runs 115 minutes and is
in French with English subtitles.
photo courtesy of Blue Mother Tupelo

Ricky and Micol Dnis comprise Blue Mother Tupelo and will perform Sunday afternoon during Kenlake's annual Hot August Blues Festival.
n.m. Saturday and Sunday with music beginning
at noon.
Sunday's tickets cost $13 in advance and $15 at
the gate. Michael Hill's Blues Mob from New
York City will headline Sunday's perf(mnance.
Tile trio continuously receives rave reviews from
the "Wu~hington Po~t." "Toronto Sun,'' "Guitar
Player," "Jaz7. Times" and "Blue), Revue." The
blues band tout~ an original New York-style
sound and has released four CDs, iL~ late:;t titled
"Suite: Larger Than Life."
The band ha~playcd to crowds all across America and Europe. and according to "The Village
Voice," the band is "a dynamic and versatile

bunch of players ... who prove that modem. uptempo blues is the perfect vehicle for posunodcm

sass and sentiment."
Tickets are availahle at: The Rig Apple Cafe
and WKMS in Murray and Roof Brothers Wine
and Spirit Shops on Park Avenue nnd Clarks River
Road in Paducah. Tickets can also be purchased
from Kenlake State Resort P-.trk hy phone at 800..
325·0143. Lineups for each day's perfonnances
are available online by visiting www.wkms.org.
With great weather expected for the weekend,
Wimberley said she l(lrc.,ecs a great fcsrival. For
more information on Kentucky Lake, visit
wwwJ<.entuc.kylake.com.

'Vines' worth hanging on to
by Michael Driver

road .triJ)

Although members of the Vines
grew on the same tree as their
retro-rock kindred, bands such as
the Hive:-.. Strokes nnd White
Stripes, their particular brand of
rock is often more Beatles than
Ramones, and they show a much
wider range than the bands to
which they nrc frequently com·
pored. ft is their ability to Jeftly
weave three-chord hooks with
straightforward dnunbcats to ere·
ate what bubbl~g.um pop would
be if it had meaning.
When members of the Vines do
play pop. as on "Ain't No Room,"
they m-e more pop than the Hives,
and when they want to be rough,

as on "Get Free,'' they are rougher
than the Strokes.
The Vines' music is often sim ·
pie, but it ha.' an edge that drvides
it from the crowd. Nicholls'
screaming vocals on "OUTTATIIAWAY" create a beautiful
dissonance with the following
Bcatlcs-stylc song. "Sunshinin,''
nnd that careful balance h. what
make!- the Vines special. It is a
balance all bands try to reach, but
few IJ(hieve, without sounding
artilicial or stretched.
Even the piano riff in "Homesick" contains the essence of the
song title with such Jeprcssing
simplicity and truth, it is hard not

to know where the band is coming
from.
The Vines' music is not origi·
nal. however. II is a mix of the
Beatles, the grinding New York
City rock scene, early pop·punk
and '9!b altemativc rock. which
has been done to death. However,
m~mbcrs of the Vines play so nat·
urally. anu with such pa:.sion, that
it rs hard not to b~ endeared to this
album.
At first the muliiC may seem
simple, catchy and forgettable,
hut on future listens it becomes
clear the Vines ha' something
most other bands lack: It mearl'i it.
Grade: A-

• 1 hour drive
Paducah - GO<btock. a Christian
praise-and-worship festival, will
be going on all weekend at Carson
Parle. Besides live contemporary
Christian music and a drama by
Lovesong Ministries, activities
include volleyball, face painting,
and religious teachings. The event
kicks off with a Gospel Music Festival tonight at 5 p.m.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville • Did you miss the Nickel Creek concert when they came to
Murray State last year? If so, head
on down to Ryman Auditorium
tomorrow night to see the bluegrass
band perform. Tickets cost anywhere from $20.50 to $24.50. The
concert hegins at 8 p.m.

• 3 hour drive
Louisville - If you're more of a
country music fan and don't fee)
like contemporary Christian.
gospel. bluegrass or blues music,
here's your solution. Kenny Ches·
ney performs Sunday at The Freedom Hall. Tickets are $25, and the
coocert starts at 8 p.m.

a

..

Welcomes Everyone Back! •
Have A Great Semester!
Good Luck To All Of The Ladies
Participating In Recruitment!

'Eat 'In or cearry Out

An MSU Tradition Since 1983
Mexican Food
Deli sandwiches/BBQ
Fresh salads
soup of the Day

Daily cajun specials
~--
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Happy Hour 3p.m.·6 p.m•
•
Mon.· Margartta
Tues.· Beer specials
Aug. 29
Hoosier
Dart Tournaments
Daddy
Wed.· Well Specials
Thurs.· Live Music
Under 21 welcome in the Dining Room anytime
Open 7 days 11 a.111.

sunday

t t

a.m.-a p.m.

c or ner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866
Meeting Rooms Available
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ecome
xci e '' ------r-------------,
• Upcominll Events • 1

Positions Available 1
Applications due Sept. 4
I

1

Poster Sales -Curris Center
I
Ballroom, 2nd floor 10 a.m. - ~ p.m.
• Freshman Council .
I Sept. 11
Unity Day -Photo buttons, Currls
I
• Senators for Academtc College I
Center RockinQ Chair LounQe
I
-Business & Public Affairs - 1 I
11 a.n. _2 p.m. Unity March, Starts I
open senator position
I
at Quad, 6 p.m. followed by ceremony I
- Education - 3 open senator 1 Sept. 14
Residential ColleQe Mud Volleyball :
1
positions
before football starts at I p.m.
- Health Sciences & Human I
behind Winslow
I
Services - 2 open senator
:Sept. 16
Don "The DraQon" Wilson, lecture & :
positions
exhibition -Curris Center Ballroom,
I
- Humanities & Fine Arts - 3 I
6:}0 p.m. -8 p.m.
ln"'ram
Hill Concert -Winslow
1
I Sept. 11
open senator position?
~
I
1
E
&
Commons -7 p.m.
- Science, ngineering
I Sept. 18 · SGA elections -To Be Announced I
Technology - 3 open senator I Sept. 2)
The Art of KissinQ, lecture
I
positions
I
Curris Center Ballroom, 8 p.m.
I
• Production, Sound & Lights
I Sept. 27 · Scribes & Vibes
I
Chair
I Oct. 2-)
Blood Drive
I
• Commuter/Non-traditional
I oct. 12
Homecomillfl- Parade- 9:)0 a.m.;
I
· student chair
I
Tent City - II a.m.; Prei}ame activities I
• CAB membership
I
-2 p.m., 1964;
I
1f you are interested I
As the Beatles Concert, RSEC 8 p.m. I
in showcasing your I oct. 26
Family Weekend- Hooky Tonk
I
I
TaiiQate Party concert at RsEC
I
m u si c a I a b i I i t Y t 0
I
followinQ Racer football Qame, 7 p.m. I
your fellow students, I oct }I
Rocky Horror Picture Show,
I
contact Brandon in I
Curris Center Theater, 9p.m.
I
the SGR office.
IL.Nov.____________
20
International Student Bazzare
I
.J

• Freshman Senators

I AuQ. 26 -29

·

sports
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Little League
scandals leave
fans jaded
In a mete 19 days, Americans will search for their own
intimate approach to recognizing nnd reflecting the
anniversary of the events of Sept. I I, 2001. Since that
tragic date, the !>late of New York has been exploited and
under the microscope of the nation's eyes. People everywhere have embraced the dty that never sleeps as their
own and continue to support the families and friends
who still live with the loss of a loved one.
Following 9/11, sport!> took a motmmental role in the
nation's healing process and truly captured the hearts of
'Americans through continuous dedications, New York
Police and Fire Department ru:ognition and inspired
play from the players. De~pite. n looming strike dale. a
botched All-Star game and pending player-owner negotiations, Major League Baseball did indeed take the
largest role ul ull by helping clear the minds of the victims' families and erasing the dramatic images displayed
on the news.
Now. while pwfessional baseball auempts to overcome its own problems, baseball fans arc absorbing the
four-week tournament known as the Little League World
Series. During this elimination tournament, teams from
across the country will grace the field in Williamsport,
Pa. and repre::.ent their spcrilic city and state while playing th~ purest sport they know.
So, one would think if you combine New York., baseball and kids. the obvious result would be fun. cheering
and pride.
Wrong.
Enter the LLWS Mid·Atlantic regional champion,
Harlem, N.Y.
After the dust cleared ·in front of the backstop and
Harlem's Julian McWilliams had
slid safely into home plate
against Bethlehem, Pa., America
was tricked into believing they
had a new underdog sensation to
cheer for. A team fuU of middlelower to lower-class boys playing a game they loved had beaten
the odds and advanced to the
fumm for the nation's greatest
Little Leaguers.
Now. as Harlem advances to
the semifinals of the w(.)rld
Series. dark clouds continue lo
swirl around Harlem's team. For
the second time in two years,
baseball fans are dealing with yet
another Little League scandal
Chris
and becoming more emphatic
jung
toward cheering against Harlem.
"Eans who
n team full of 12-ycar-old "hot
dogs.''
desperately
Last week, an anonymous
want to root
note was delivered to LLWS
for a team full 0fficiab that stated three membcn; of the l larlem club are living
of kids from
outside of the Harlem Little
New York arc League district, which would
ineligibility for the players
finding it diffi- cause
involved.
cult to swalLast year. pitching phenomenon
Danny Almonte caused the
low that nasty
lorfeit of his team's third-place
taste and cheer finish in the 2001 World Series
for an ungrate- when it was discovered that
Almonte's age was actually 14,
ful team."
not the legal age of 12, which he
was portrayed to be.
Oh, by the wuy, Almonte played for the team from
Bronx. NY .
So, what is it about these teams from New York and
controversy'!
To plnce that bright red cherry on top of the sundae,
the ego of the kids on the llarlem team has inflated, and
they are now mali ng a mockery of their success and fan
following with inappropriate actions on the field.
u~ually. a team under scrutiny and negative percepttons tends to lay low and take care of bu.c;iness with as
httle noise a:; possible. Now, a team facing allegations
for location fraud is dancing around the bases after home
runs, calling their shots at the plate and visibly yelling at
one another when :.omeone makes a mistake on the field.
A~ a r~sult, funs who desperately want to root for a team
full of k.ids from New York arc findi ng it difficult to
swallow that nasty taste and cheer for an ungrateful
team.
It is also obviou" that the downward slope professional sports looms on and the dcmtse of player sportsmanship and showmnm.hip is having a larger impact than
most realite. When will athletes get the message that,
rcgardles~ of their feelings on being a role model, kids
watch ESPN and will continue to imitate the aclions they
sec on television?
First. it was money: next. it was steroids and pcrformancc·enh;ancing drugs. Now that the Little League
World Series is an ohvious scandal waiting to happen. is
there any pure sport left (lUI there'!

sports editor: Chrb jung
phone: 762-44HJ
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Racers look promising for 2002
by Ch ris jung
.spons e<lltor

In an uge Jilled with grl..'cd and a nt.'cd
lor in~tunt gratification from fans, it is
extremely diflicult to pl~lSC t•vcryone.
Fans want wins,und they want tht·m now.
They want championships and trophic!'>,
and they want them now. Bur lor I lead
football Coach Joe P:u1nun:zio, who
enters his third ~a.<;On with the Racer~.
wins and championship~ come SC('ondary
-for now.
"I'm not going to tell ym1 that we're
going to win an Ohio Valley Conference
championship or a national championship

or any of that," Pannunzio said. "AU I'm
going to tell yuu is that we have to take
care 0f ourselves. take care of 1lUr foot hall
team and play hard. If we do those things,
everything else will fall in ph"·e.''
The Racers are coming off a 4-6 record
in 2001. when they scored 21.6 points per
game.
As a stepping stone to developing a bet·
ter team concept, Pannunzio worked hard
in the otT-season to bring in a crop of
fresh local recruits, and has had an even
bu~ic:r summer with the announcement of
several outstanding tran~fcrs.
"We've added a lot of players who can
play for us and help make us a better

team," Pannunzio said. "And 1 thmk OVC champion. wus chosen first and Is
that'~ the biggest difference from la~t seapicked to repeat. Senior dclen~i\e tackle
son.''
James Bridges commented on the poll',
Two of the most significant additions 10 ~igniticance.
the 2002 version of the Racers are junior
"It doesn't really malter whe1c our
cornerback Michael Hanley and senior 'team is picked or whether any 1lf us arc 1ln
defensive tackle Cedric,Harden.
the all·cnnfell·nce teams in the preo;eaL:L~t season, the Racers surrendered
son," Bridges said. "We're going to dll
31.5 points per game to opponents and our thing und that's ull that matter-.. All
were outscored 315-216 for the year. We can do i~ go QUI and show what w~·ve
Hanley and Harden solidify the defensive got on the field."
side of the ball, however, u.nd will present
The Racers will have plenty of opp<.~r
a force both on the line and in the open tunitics to show what they have on thetr
field .
home field in 2002. MSU'!> schedule
''Hanley is a transfer from Indiana. We includes six home games ancluuing 11
think he'!> good to go. and he' ll really match-up with EIU.
make us a better team:· Pannunzio said.
"We're excited to have six home games
"Adding him with returnees M:llcolm thts year after the struggles we hao last
Moore and Mandrell McGregory really year with cancellations and bad weather."
gives us a good battle at the comer."
Pannun:rjo said. "We think it' s an advanPannunzio also improved the oJTen!-.i\'e tage to have four of six conference game~
scheme by adding Dcandre Green. for- at home."
merly of Auburn University.
II is obvious the Racl'rs' building
"Green's n big kid who's not overly proce~s is an ongoing one. but it will feafast, but he's got an attitude and a pres- ture ~torne exciting moments from the
ence that we needed," Pannunzio ~aid . "I new-look defense am! improving offense
think he'll be a good football player for A step-by-step program to greatness is
us."
obviou,Jy not wh!ll the fans wanl to he<lr,
With returning starting quarterback. hut Punnunzio believes that fan\ will
Stewart Childress, junior, the remainder indeed be pleased.
of the returning cast and the group of
••tthink we're going to put a proJuct1>n
signccs and transfer<>. MSU was ranked the licld that our fans will enjoy, and I
fifth in the presca,on Ohio Valley Con- hope they will t·omr out nnd watch u;;
ference ooll. Eastern ntinois. dcfendmg play thb season.''

Sports Talk

Chris lung il ,\ ports t?ditor for "'f1re Murray State News."

Jenny Hahn/The News

(Left) Murray State freshman quarter back Stephen Hatchell pn•pares
to throw during the Racers' fina l pr eseason scrimmage.
(Above) Murray StatejvrrioT fullba ck Jamie Alexander powen his way
up the field at the Hopkinsville Stadium of Cha mpions.

Women's soccer ready to take next step
game and reali1es the team has to
improve.
"I don't think it':. so much from the
fans, but our team expects our team to
In 2000, Lhe Murray Statl! women's win," Gustafson said. "We' re an older
soccer team was rccognitcd as "Buzz team now. We've played together
Magazine's" Top First· Year program longer, and we're expected to win.''
An already-established offense welfor women's collegiate !>uccer. At that
time. expectations grew extremely comes back :.ophomore forwards
high and people began to talk about a Jackie Thomas, the team's leading
scorer in 2000, and Theresa Reedy.
new era for MSU athletics.
Two year:. later, Head Coach Mike who knocked in l!ight goals last seaMinielli is optimistic about his 2002 son.
Offensive success has come ea~y
team. but realize~ his girls have to
kick it up a notch and prove it on the and often for MSU and placed the
team in the top 15 nationally in scorfield.
"We're on n flat line right now," ing over the pa:,t two seasons. As a
Minielli said. ··we don' t worry too result, Miniclli said he has a new goal
much about the perceptions from peo- for his 2002 squad.
•·our main goal h to be a great
ple. outside lhe team, but we realize
that we have to tnkc this program to defensive team," Minielli said.
the next level. We have to win. and ''Through recmiting, we wanted to
find girls that made us fa::ter. tougher
that's what the players expect."
The women's team is corning off an and taller. The freshmen that we've
8-9-2 record (2-3 Ohio Valley Confer- brought in will help us there and realence). which wal> good enough for a ly have an impact."
There also will be a new twist on
fourth-place finish in the confercttce.
Minielli suid youth and inexperi- MSU's road to its first conference
ence are no longer valid excuses for champion~hip. Austin Peay Universithe women ' s squad, and the junior ty will field a women's soccer team
class that came in as u green group of for the first time, and it will debut lhis
year in the conference. Minielli said
freshmen will now lead by example.
he sees the addition as a positive.
"A~ a group. the juniors arc proba"I think an extra team helps our
bly the most talented hunch on the
field," Minielli said. " Because of that team," Minielli said. ''While now it
fact, I'm going to look for them to may b\! more difficull to win the
tnke a larger leadero;hip role nnJ take OVC. the more competition, the bener
we'll be.''
1hc rest of the team with them.''
The women's squad will open itl>
Some of tho.;e leaders include
junior midfielder~ Emily Schaller. season Aug. 30 in the Southeast TourMichelle Fel1or. Kim Moceri and Jill nament in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
''We haven't focused on one specifCondon. Junior midfieldcr Lindsay
Gustafson also is rendy to step up her ic team,'' Minielli said. "We' re not

by Chris Jung
~ports

editor

Jenny Hahn/The News
Murray State senior fonnrd Brooke Royer attacks th e ball as the

women's soccer team prepares to kick ofT their thi rd season.
.vorrying too much about what other
teams do, but rather taking what we
do to the next level.''
With an outstanding offen:-.e,

improved defense and extended work
in the weight room. the 2002 women· s
soccer team looks stronger then ever
and ready to take that next big step.
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H wa..-.; a normal, hot August afternoon,
and business was as usual, as the coaches
and I continued to get my boys ready for
Memphis.
Like any football coach, the normal
thoughts skipped through my head. Which
play will I run first at the Liberty BowJ? Is
my offense going to produce? Could it get
any hotter outside?
I sal· in the confines of the Racer Room,
contemplating, but was interrupted by one
of the greatest phone calls that have ever
tnken. Suddenly. as the voice on the other
end of the line carried on, my mind was at
ease. The man was n family friend of the
Hardens.
As he continued to explain the situation,
I felt my eyes begin to stretch out of my
head as they grew larger and l aq~er.
I hung up the phone and was silent
For ttic first time in my tenure, I honestly considered calling off practice for an
impromptu trip to Tunica. I felt that lucky!
I had just received the announcement
that Ce<.Jnc Harden, a three-year starter for
the University of Missouri, was transferring and planning on heading down to
Murray. Ky., and wanting to play for the
Raters.
Most people would wonder why a single
player would make me so excited and nearly cause me to jump through the roof.
Those people have obviously never seen
this young man on the field.
.
In this day and age, defensive tackles are
tough lo find. Great ones arc impossible to
find.
We accomplished the impossible.
Cedric is a 6-foot-3, 305-pound monster
who sacks quarterbacks, blocks kicks, and
rniscs hell. This kid is a potential National
Football League pick and was an honorable mention All-American during his
rrcshlll!Hl y ear at. ~izzou; .
I look forward to working with Cedric
nnd watching what he brings to our team
and to our pro~ram - and, more importantly. what he w11l do to the Tigers' starting
quarterback.
Until next time,

Coach P.

august 23, 2002
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Harden joins Racer
defense from Mizzou
The

X
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Racers

Preseason
Polls

improved

Monday with the signing of
senior
their defense
defensive
yet tackle
again
Cedric Harden .
Harden started 25 games
fo r the University of Mis·
souri Tigers, and, u nder
Division I-A transfer rules,
h e will be eligible to compete immedia te ly for the
Racers. The 6-foot-3, 305pound senior hails from
Humble, Texas and has
been referred to as an NFL
draft pick by Head Coach
Joe Pannunzio.
With the Tigers, Harden
was named an honorab le
mention fresh man All ·
American by College Foot·
ball News. Du ring his stay
with
Mizzou,
Harden
recorded eight sacks as well
as four blocked kicks.
Some of Harden's career
highlights include a seasonhigh six-tackle game against
Nebraska d ur ing his sophomore year. Harden was
named De(ensive Star of the
Game against O klahoma the
same year when he recorded seven tackles, forced a
fumble, broke up a pass,
blocked a field goal and
sacked Sooner quarterback
Josh Heupel.

EllioH replaces Doty
as head track coach
With a vacant coaching
spot for track and cross
country, Murray State hired
an experienced replacement, Norbert Elliott, fo r
the retired Bob Doty
Elliott brings 12 years of
collegiate coaching experi·
ence at the Division J level
to the table. He most recent·
ly served as an assistant
track coach at the University of Georgia. Elliott served
for two years prior to Geor·
gia at his alma mater, the
University of Texas-El Paso.

liil;~~~~~~iEEi!ill~

Football:

1. EIU
2.EKU
3. TSU
4. TTU
5. MSU

6.SEMO
7. UT-Martin
Volleyball:

1. UT-Martin

2.SEMO
3. Morehead
Jenny Hahn/The News

The Murray State Racers line up for an intersquad scrimmage at Hopkinsville's new Stadium
of C hampions. The Racers open their season on Aug. 31 at Memphis.

4. EIU

S.APSU
6.EKU
7. TTU
8. MSU

soccer and two in track and want to attend the Racers'
cross country. She was the season opener against the
captain for the SCHS Top- University of Memphis at
pers last year, Jed the team the Liberty Bowl Memorial
in scoring and earned all- Stadium.
region and a ll-district firstFor $75, the Fan Bus packteam honors.
age will provide Memphis,
Whitehead's experience one game tk.ket, a box lunch
includes p laying with the on the bus, lran:-;portatjon to
Br istol,
Tenn.
Bullets and from Lhc game, a shopUnder-18 club, which won ping trip to the Wolfchase
the 2001 Division Il state Galleria and tailgating
championship. Whitehead before the game.
Women's soccer adds also p layed for the
Reserva tions are limited
speed; signs Whitehead Asheville Splash women's and are o n a firs t-come,
ln a n attempt to improve reserve team, the HFC first-serve basis. For m ore
the speed of the women's Quest Under-18 team and information or to reserve a
soccer team, Head Coach the 84 Lady Falcons Under· spot, call (270) 762-6800.
Mike Minielli announced 17 team in 2000.
the
signing
of
midfie lder/ forward Leslit! Limited seats are still
Whitehead for the 2002·03
Sports Briefly is compilt>d by
available for opener
season.
Chris
Jung, SJ10rts editor f or
Whitehead attended SciOn Aug. 31, the Murray
the
"Mu
rray State News"
ence H ill High School in State Racer Fan Bus provjdJohnson City, Tenn., where ed by MSU a th le tics will
she earned three letters in
accommodate fan s who
Accompanying his collegiate experience is Ell iott's
former title of head coach of
the Bahamas national team,
w hich included a stint as
the country's coach of the
1996 Olympic team. Ell iott
has 15 years of international
coaching experience a nd
competed in the Olympics
in 1988 and 1992.

9.TSU
Source:
ovcsports.com

2001
lntennural
Champions:
Residential
Colleges:

HESTER
Fraternity:
LAMBDA CHI

ALPHA

ATTENTION STUDENT,S!

The Murray
State News
needs an

An important meeting for seniors!
Date

Thurs., Aug . 29
Tues., Sept. 3
Wed ., Sept. 4
Mon., Sept. 9
Mon., Sept. 9

Assistant
Sports Editor
and Sports
Writers.

Time
4 p.m.
9 p.m.
3 p. m.

p.m.
9 p.m.

12

Select one of these times to meet in the Curris Center
Theatre with univers ity officials to hear important information about t he followi ng topics:

• Graduation Requirements
• Student Financial Aid
• Loans/ Scholarships
• Graduate School
• Career Planning
• Job Opportunities
• Co-op/ Internship Information
and much more ...

Apply at The Murray
State News
1st floor Wilson Hall

For more information, contact:
Career Services, 210 Ordway Hall, 762-3735

~er

Got Expe rience?

~rvices Log on and check out MSU 's new connection with the
Experience eRecruiting network.

NEW Online Registration. plus information on oncampus jobs, off-campus jobs, career fairs, resumes and
job search, interviews, co-op/ internships, National
Student Exchange,· and much, much more!
COME SEE US TODAY!
To see a complete list of services go to:
http:// www.murraystate.edu/careerservices

career . se rvices @mu rraysta te . ed u

f
\

-
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Improving Home lmprovementM

Get your school year off to a great start!
From coffeemakers to toasters, we
have every small appliance you need!

~

""~

~ SJI~'S
P• r ·'~~:;;.~

304 MaiO Street
Murray KY

<270>753-taoo

Complete Fontllll Wear

$

5 x 8 Area Rug

19

• Fashion colors blend with any decor • Perfect for dorm
rooms, dens, bedrooms, classrooms, etc. • Heavy-weight
·
bound rug • Durable for high traffic areaS#204178

Headquarters

88

Formal Wear, Limousines,
and Vans

JI~''l :~~~~"'l
ab!J~;t'~.,..d"
·'

116N.
Markel
Paris,
TN 1.
(731 )642·5300

2. 7 Cu. Ft. Compact Refrigerator
• Freezer with ice cube tray • Adjustable automatic
thermostat •1 full width refrigerator shelf #66204

~ GoldStar·

S4397
0.7 Cu. Ft.
Countertop
Microwave
• 700 watts #91 015

12 Gallon
Lidded Crate

$583

•21 W'L X 15"W X
12WH •Clear
with dark blue lid
#62653

$250

Bubble
Crate File
Holder·

•15"0 X 13~"W X
11 WH • Sturdy
and stackable
#112934

$2997
Storage Tower
with Bonus Pack
•Includes two bonus
storage boxes and
five ink pens
• Blue or purple
#204938.40

.

$1497

Wheeled Underbed Box

------a
·-·-·-·-·-·.

$296

6-0utlet
Power Strip
#10000;1 t2014

•Designed to fit tight, narrow spaces #110001

$998
14" X 50"

Polished
Edge Door
Mirror

~
l1

The
Murray
State News
Deadline for
reserving ad
spaces is every
MONDAY at 5
p.m.

Call us at
762-4478 to
place your ad
today!
For questions or
comments, call:

~

~

Campus Life

4480

#26204

Editor

6877
News Room

4468
Sports

$4988

NaturaiBirch.
Corner Desk w1th
Hutch and Kevboard Tray

•48"W x 24"0 x 34'rH •SP.ace saving
corner design #204176

$4967

Gra
Ch y "II Ch i
• enl e
a r.

·

Pneumatic seat he1ght
adjustment #156244

4481
or e-mail us at:
thenews@
murraystate.edu

65" 3 Light
Tree Floor
Lamp#25421
.....,~

...

?TFf"""

Murray
1400 Lowes Dr.
753-9099

Advertise with The Murray State News!

